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HYPERHOLOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS AND SECOND ORDER
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN Rn

R. Z. YEH

Abstract. Hyperholomorphic functions in Rn with n > 2 are introduced,

extending the hitherto considered hyperholomorphic functions in R . A Tay-

lor formula is derived, and with it a unique representation theorem is proved

for hyperholomorphic functions that are real analytic at the origin. Hyperan-

alyticity is seen to be generally a consequence of hyperholomorphy and real

analyticity combined. Results for hyperholomorphic functions are applied to

gradients of solutions of second order homogeneous partial differential equa-

tions with constant coefficients. Polynomial solutions of such a second order

equation are obtained by a matrix algorithm. These polynomials are modified

and combined to form polynomial bases for real analytic solutions. It is cal-

culated that in such a basis there are (m + n — 3)!(2m + n — 2)/m\(n — 2)!

homogeneous polynomials of degree m .

1. Hyperholomorphic functions

A hyperholomorphic function is a matrix-valued function F with a domain

in Rn whose component functions are (totally) differentiable and satisfy a first

order system of partial differential equations. Such a function turns out to be

differentiable with respect to certain n - 1 matrix-valued variables collectively

denoted by Z . Z-differentiability of F , as we shall see, gives rise to a Taylor

formula for F.

By a matrix-valued function we mean a mapping from a domain in a real

Euclidean space R" with n > 2 to a complex matrix space C xs with k,

s > 1. Two matrix-valued functions F and G with a common domain may

be added only if their dimensions k xs are identical, but may be multiplied as

long as their dimensions are compatible, namely when the number of columns

s of F is equal to the number of rows k of G. Although most basic concepts

in calculus of scalar-valued functions can be readily extended to matrix-valued

functions by "componentwise applications", certain complications arise because

of noncommutativity of matrix multiplication.

If a matrix-valued function F(x) is (totally) differentiable, or further belongs

to the class C   in some domain, namely every component function fAx) has
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continuous first order partial derivatives, then the differential of F, that is

(df¡¡), is conveniently expressed as

dF = Fxdxx+FX2dx2 + --- + FXndxn,

or

dF = (dxF) dxx + (d2F) dx2 + ..- + (dnF) dxn,

where x = (xx, x2, ... , xn). If F belongs to Cm with m > 1, then a higher

order partial derivative is denoted by using a multi-index a = (ax, a2, ... , an),

where a¡ are integers. Specifically, if the a¡ are all nonnegative, then

daF:=dxld22---d^F;

and daF is a partial derivative of order

\a\:= ax+a2-\-h- an.

The order in which the differentiation d¡ is performed is immaterial as long as

\a\ < m . If any a( is negative, we set daF = 0.

A matrix-valued function F is said to be M-holomorphic with M = (Mx,

M2, ... , Mn_x) in some domain if F is differentiable and satisfies in that

domain the first order equation

(1.1) FXn=MxFXx+M2FXi + ... + Mn_xFXn_{,

or alternatively,

(1.2) MF:=(Mxdx+M2d2 + --- + Mn_xdn_x-Idn)F = 0,

where the Mi are constant square matrices of identical dimensions. If F is

a £ x 1 column vector, then M¡ are all k x k, so that we have in effect a

first order system consisting of k partial differential equations in k unknown

scalar-valued functions. If r7 is k x s, then the Mi are still k x k, and we

may regard the s columns of F as sharing the same first order system. Given

that the Mi are all k x k , the solution space of ( 1.1 ) is quite enormous since

the size of F is not restricted columnwise. However, we shall be concerned

mostly with a square F or a single-columned F . Among the square solutions

of ( 1.1 ) the following are basic and serve later as variables of differentiation for

other solutions of (1.1):

(1.3) Zi = xiI + xnMi   forl<i<n-l,

where / is the k x k identity matrix. It is easily checked that these n -

1 matrix-valued functions satisfy equation (1.1), as do their sums and linear

combinations. But a product of Z;, such as Z, Z2, turns out to be in general

not a solution of (1.1). Fortunately however, we can get around this difficulty

by permuting the factors in the product and adding the permuted products

to form a new product, which will then satisfy (1.1). Specifically, for Z =

(Zx, Z2, ... , Zn_x) and each multi-index ß = (ßx, ß2, ... , ßn_x) we define

the symmetric power Zß  to be the sum of all possible Zi  products each of
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which contains the Zi factor exactly ßt times. For example, for n = 3, we

have

(¿iy ,  ¿2) = ^\^2 2     1 '

(Zx , Z2) = Zx Z2 + Z¿x¿,2Zjx + ^2    1 '

and so on. If any component of ß is negative, we simply set Z = 0 ; if all

the components of ß are zero, we set Zß = I. Otherwise, Z will contain

\ß\\/ß\ terms, where ß\:= ßx\ß2\-ßn_x\.

2. Symmetric powers Zß

In order to show that symmetric powers Zß satisfy equation (1.1), we need

some basic lemmas.

Lemma 1 (reduction formulas). Given Z = (Z,, Z2, ... , Zn_x), ß = (ßx, ß2,

■•■ » ßn-\)y and e' = (0, ... ,0, 1,0,..., 0), the ith unit multi-index, we have

(2.1) Zß = ZxZß~e' + Z2Zß~el + ■■■ + Zn_xZß~e"~] ,

(2.2) Zß = Zß~e'zx + Zß'e'z2 + ■■■ + Zß~e"'1 Zn_x.

Proof. Both (2.1) and (2.2) are quite obvious since all the terms in Zß can

be classified and grouped according to the first factor, or alternatively the last

factor, of each term. For example,

= Zx(Zx,Z2f'l) + Z2(Zx,Z2f'°\

We omit a more formal proof.

Lemma 2 (joint commutability formulas). Given Zi = x¡I + xnMt for I < i <
n - 1, we have

(2.3) MiZj + M¡Zi = ZjMi + ZiMj ,

(2.4) Z, dZj + Z, dZi = (dZj)Zt + (dZt)ZJ;

Proof. We show (2.3) first:

MiZ] + MjZi = Mt(XjI + xnMj) + Mj(XiI + xnMA

= XjMt + xnMiMj + x¡Mj + xnMjM¡.

Interchanging the second and the fourth terms, we obtain

MiZj + M.Z,. = (Xjl + xnM])Ml + (x,./ + xnMi)Mj.

To show (2.4) we write

Zi dZ, + Zi dZi = Z^dXjI + dxnMj) + Z^dxJ + dxnM\

= dxjZi + dxnZiMi + dXjZj + dxnZjMi,

and proceed by applying (2.3). We omit the details.
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Lemma 3 (differentiation formulas). Given Z and ß as in Lemma 1, we have

(2.5) d¡Zp = \ß\Zß~e'   forl<i<n-l,

(2.6) dnZß = \ß\J2MjZß-eJ.

Proof. Formula (2.5) can be proved by induction on \ß\. For \ß\ = 1, ß = eJ

for some 1 < j < n - 1, so

diZß = diZj = di(xjI + xnMj) = S'jI,

where ¿' is a Kronecker delta. On the other hand,

\ß\Zß~e> = \e¡\Zei-ei =8)1,

where we recall the convention that Zß = 0 if any component of ß is negative.

Thus (2.5) holds for \ß\ = 1. Next, assume as our induction hypothesis (2.5)

for \ß\ < m  (m> 1). Then for \ß\ = m + 1, we have

o,z/í=o,í"¿Z.Z^       (by (2.1))

= J2(SjZß'ei + Zj\ß-eJ\Zß-eJ-e')

j=x

(by the induction hypothesis)

= zß-e' + (\ß\-i)Yjzjzß-e'-e'

7=1

= Zß~e' + (\ß\ - l)Zß~e'   (again by (2.1))

= \ß\Zß~e',

and (2.5) holds for \ß\ = m + I.

We prove (2.6) also by induction on \ß\.  For \ß\ = 1 , ß = e' for some

1 < i < n — 1, so

dn^ = dnZi = dn(xiI + xnMi) = M¡.

On the other hand, for ß = el we have
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Hence (2.6) holds for \ß\ = 1.  Now assume (2.6) for \ß\ < m.   Then for

\ß\ = m + 1 we have

».*'-* ÍEz/z'"'') ̂
n-X

£

7=1

1))

n-X

MjZß-e +Zj(\ß\-l)J2MkZl
k=X

(by the induction hypothesis)

= X>.Z^J + (\ß\ -1) g Z.M,Z^JV.
7=1 /,*=!

But ZIj above can be switched to AffeZ, by the joint commutability formula

(2.3). Then with the reduction formula (2.1) applied backwards, we obtain

dnZß = YtM.Zß-e' + (\ß\ - 1)£m,Z/
7=1 k=X

= \ß\Y,MjZß-e',
7=1

and (2.6) holds for \ß\ = m + 1. This completes the proof.

We note that (2.5) leads obviously to a kindred formula:

(2.7) ÖaZß = (\ß\\/\ß - a\\)Zß a    fora = (ax,a2,..., a„_x, 0),

where as before Zß = 0 if any component of ß is negative.

Theorem 1. Every symmetric power Zß satisfies equation (1.1). That is,

(2.8) MZP = 0.

Proof. Again we prove by induction on \ß\. For \ß\ = 1, ß = e1 for some

1 < J < n - 1, so Zß = Zj, which satisfies (1.1). Now assume the induction
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hypothesis that Zß satisfies (1.1) for \ß\ < m . Then for \ß\ = m + 1, we have

fn-X

MZß=   \EMjdj-Idn)Z
J"1

n-X (n-X \ (n-X

7=1 \i=X / \i=l

=   Y^M^-' +ZidiZß~e>)

i,7=l

n-X
rß-e    ,   7 » 7ß~e

fi-e'

-J2(MiZß~e +ZidnZß~e)

i=l

= J2MjZß-eJ+J2MjZi\ß-ei\Z*
7=1 ¿,7=1

-2>lz'^-gzAz'-«'
1=1 í'=l

=  ^Z^.I/J-^IZ^'^-^ZÄZ^'    (by (2.3))
;,;=1 1=1

= E zi (e "A2'"') - E W"'  (by (2-3))
¿-1 \}=X J        i=X

n-X        fn-X \-E^ÍE^A-^J^-

= "¿Z,MZ'-'

¿=i

= 0   (by the induction hypothesis).

This completes the proof.

Delanghe [1] and Hile [3] have noninductive proofs of similar theorems.

3.   Z-DIFFERENTIATION

Since symmetric powers Zß are solutions of (1.1), they are Ai-holomorphic

and can play the role of generators for other Af-holomorphic functions. With

this in mind we begin by attempting to "differentiate" an A/-holomorphic func-

tion "with respect to Z ". Suppose F is Af-holomorphic in R3, say. Then

dF = Fdx + Fv dy + Fdz,
x y z
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and if Fz is eliminated with (1.1), then

dF = Fxdx + Fy dy + (MXFX + M2Fy) dz

= (Idx + Mx dz)Fx + (Idy + M2 dz)Fy

= (dZx)Fx + (dZ2)Fy.

We end up with "partial derivatives" of F with respect to Zx and Z2 , which

turn out to be equal to Fx and F .

More generally, we shall say that a matrix-valued function F is differentiable

with respect to Z or Z-differentiable with Z = (Z,, Z2, ... , Zn_x) if F is
differentiable and

dF = J>Z,)Ä)
1=1

for some Hi. Each Hi is referred to as the partial derivative of F with re-

spect to Z( and denoted by D¡F . For convenience we shall also refer to Hi

collectively as the derivative of F with respect to Z .

Theorem 2. A matrix-valued function F is M-holomorphic if and only if it is

Z-differentiable, where Z is determined from (1.1) by (1.3). The Z-derivative

and x-derivative of F are related by

(3.1) D¡F^d¡F  forl<i<n-l.

Proof. If F is M-holomorphic, then

n-X

dF=Yi(dxi)diF
i=X

n-X (n-X \

= ¿2(dxi)diF+dxn[z2MidiF)  (fey(L1))
i=l \;=1 /

n-X

= Y,(.dxiI + dxHMi)diF
i=X

= Y^dZ^F,
í=i

and so F is Z-differentiable, with D¡F = d¡F for 1 < / < n — 1.

Conversely, if F is Z-differentiable, then

n-X

dF = Yd{dZi)Hi   (for some HA
1=1

n-X

= Y(Idxi + Midxn)Hi
i=X

n-X (n-X \

= EHidxi+ [EW )dXn-
i=l \i=l
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Henee d¡F = H¡ for 1 < i < n - 1, and dnF = ££,' MíHí • Eliminating Hi,

we obtain

¡=i

and so F is M-holomorphic. This completes the proof.

It is significant that if F is Af-holomorphic, then the x-differential of F is

expressible as the Z-differential of F . That is,

(3.2) dF = ¿(d,.f ) dxt = ¿ZidZJDf.
n-X

D¡=i ¡=i
Note that ¿Z; comes before Z^-F . However, it turns out that when F = Zß ,

this need not be.

Lemma 4 (collective commutability formulas). For any multi-index ß = (ßx,

ß2, ■■■ , ß„-i). we have

(3.3) dZß = ¡ßlYidZjZ"-'' = \ß\J2zß-e'(dZA,
i=i ¡=i

n-X

(3.4) d(Z - A)ß = \ß\ Y,(dZA(Z - A)ß~e
i=i

= \ß\J2(Z-A)ß-e'(dZA,
i=i

(3.5) d(A - Z)ß = -\ß\ Y(dZA(A - Z)ß~e'
i=i
n-X ,

= -\ß\Yt{A-Z)ß-e(dZi),
i=i

where A = (Ax, A2, ... , An_x) and A¡ = Z¡(a) = a¡I + anM¡.

Proof. We prove by induction on \ß\. For \ß\ = 1, ß = e1 for some 1 < jf <

n - 1, so

%dz^zß-e' = 5>z,)z'/-' = ¿z.
1=1 1=1

n-1       ,     , «-1

= 5:z^^z,=^z^'(i/zi),
1=1 1=1

and (3.3) holds for  \ß\ =  1.   Now assume (3.3) for  \ß\ < m.   Then for
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\ß\ = m + 1 we have

n-X ,        n-X 'n-X

J2(dzi)zß-e = Y(dz() Ez7z/ (by (2.1))
i=i ¡=i

B-l

.7=1

=   ^(dZJZjZ
1,7 = 1

=  £ Zj(dZAZ
>J=x

ß-e'-eJ

(by (2.4))

n-X

= £z,
7=1

n-X

YidZJZ*
Li-1

dZ.       (by the induction hypothesis)

rß-e'-e1

n-X (n-X

;=1 \i=l

n-X  (n-X

-E EZ7Z""
1=1   \y=l

-jjz'-'rfZ,    (by (2.1)).
i=i

Hence (3.3) holds for \ß\ = m+l.
The proof of (3.4) is technically more complicated, but requires no new ideas,

and hence will be omitted. As for (3.5), it can be derived from (3.4) as follows.

Since

(3.6) (A-Z)ß = (-l)m(Z-A)ß,

we have in view of the first equality in (3.4)

n-X

d(A - Z)ß = (-lfl\ß\ ¿Z{dZt)(Z - A)ß~e'
i=i

= (-lf\ß\S2(dZA(-l)m-\A-Z)ß-e'
i=i

= (-1) 21/ïï-l,
n-X

sß-e''i/jiE(rfzi)(^-z)
i=i

and the first equality of (3.5) is proved. The second equality is proved likewise

by combining (3.6) and the second equality of (3.4). This completes the proof

of Lemma 4.

If the partial derivatives of F with respect to Z; are themselves differentiable

with respect to Z , then we have the second and possibly higher order partial

derivatives of F with respect to Zi, and we may employ notations such as
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DßF since, as we shall see, the order of partial differentiations is immaterial

as long as F is sufficiently smooth. If the Dß F are continuous functions of x

for all \ß\ = m, then we say that F is Cm with respect to Z .

Theorem 3. F is M-holomorphic and Cm with respect to x = (xx, x2, ... , xn)

if and only if F is Cm with respect to Z = (Z,, Z2, ... , Zn_x). The Z-
derivatives and the x-derivatives of F are related by

(3.7) DßF = dßF

for any ß = (ßx, ß2, ... , /?„_,) with \ß\ < m, where dß is to be interpreted

as da with a = (ßx,ß2,...,ßn_x,0).

Proof. First assume F to be yVf-holomorphic and Cm with respect to x. By

Theorem 2, D¡F = d¡F for 1 < /' < n - 1, but d¡F is itself M-holomorphic

since MdjF = d¡MF = 0. Hence, again by Theorem 2, D¡F is Z-differentiable

and

Dj(DiF) = Dj(diF) = djdiF.

Likewise,

Di(DjF) = Di(djF) = didjF.

But djd(F = djdjF because F is Cm with respect to x ; therefore we may

simply write with disregard to the order of differentiations

De+e' F = de'+e' F,

and more generally DßF = dßF for \ß\ < m . Since the dßF are continuous,

so are the Dß F and F is Cm with respect to Z .

Conversely, if F is Cm with respect to Z, then by Theorem 2 F is M-

holomorphic and the Dß F are continuous for \ß\<m. But Dß F = d F, so

the daF are continuous for all \a\ < m with an = 0. To show the daF are

continurjus also for an ^ 0, we note that since dn = Mxdx +-h Mn_xdn_x,

such a daF can be expanded as a sum of several daF in which an = 0. This

concludes the proof.

In view of the preceding theorem we can say that hyperholomorphy plus C°°

with respect to x is equivalent to C°° with respect to Z . Later we will show

in Theorem 5 that hyperholomorphy (yVf-holomorphy) plus real analyticity (x-

analyticity) is equivalent to hyperanalyticity (Z-analyticity).

4.   Z-INTEGRATION

We need an integration-by-parts formula for line integrals in order to de-

rive a Taylor formula. The line integral along a path of integration (having a

continuously varying tangent vector) of a differential form, denoted by

LFx (x) dxx + F2(x) dx2 H-VFn(x) dxn ,
c
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where the F¡ are continuous in a neighborhood of the path C, is defined to be

the matrix whose (i, ^-component is given by

/ f¡}'x)dxx + f2(x)dx2 + -.- + f"j(x)dxn,
J c

where ff¡ is the (/, j')-component of Fk. If F and G are C1 matrix-valued

functions of compatible dimensions, then we further define

I (dF)G:= I (dxF)Gdxx + -.. + (dnF)Gdxn,

í F(dG):= i (FdxG)dxx + --. + (FdnG)dxn.

Proposition 1 (integration-by-parts formulas). // F and G are both C1 in a

domain ft in Rn, and C is a path of integration going from a to b in ft,

then

(4.1) Í (dF)G = F(b)G(b) - F(a)G(a) + Í (-F)dG,

(4.2) Í F(dG) = F(b)G(b) - F(a)G(a) + Í dF(-G).

Proof. We have

F(b)G(b) - F(a)G(a) = Í d(FG) = Í (dF)G + F(dG).

Hence, by transposing and by putting the minus sign in appropriate places, we

obtain both formulas.

Theorem 4 (Taylor formula). // F is M-holomorphic and Cm+l with m > 0

in a domain ft containing the origin 0 in Rn, then for any x in ft, we have

(4.3) F(x)=   Y (Zß/\ß\\)DßF(0)
\ß\<m

+ f    E    d[-(Z-Z)ß/\ß\l]DßF(x),
10    \ß\=m+X

where the line integral is taken along any path of integration in ft going from

0 to x, x = (X[, x2, ... , xn) is the variable of integration, Z = Z(x) =

(Z,(x), Z2(x), ... , Zn_x(x)), and Z,(x) = x(I + xnMi.

Proof. We prove by induction on m . For m = 0, (4.3) reduces in two steps

to something obvious:

F(x) = F(0) + f £ ¿Hz,- - ZiWiH*),

FW = F(0)+r^Z,.[/),.f(i)],

F(x) = F(0) + f dF(x)   (by (3.2)).
Jo
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The last equation holds for any path of integration going from 0 to x, so (4.3)

holds for m = 0. Now assume as our induction hypothesis:

(4.4) F(x)=     E   {Zß/\ß\\)DßF(0)
\ß\<m-X

+ r ¿2 d[-(Z-Z)ß/\ß\\]DßF(x),
J0   \ß\=m

where the line integral is taken along any path of integration in ft going from 0

to x. Applying the integration-by-parts formula (4.1) to the line integral above,

we obtain

E (Zß/\ß\\)DßF(0)+ f E [(Z-Z)ß/\ß\\]d[DßF(x)].
\ß\=m J0    \ß\=m

Now, the last integrand becomes, after expanding d[DpF(x)] by (3.2),

E ¿ZUZ-zfrndZtD^'Fix)],
\ß\=m 1=1

which can be rewritten, with ß + e' = y, as

E   EKZ - Z)y~e'l\7 - e'|!]d%[DvF(Z)],
\?\=m+\ i=l

which in view of (3.4) is equal to

E   d[-(Z-Z)y/\y\\][DyF(x)].
\y\=m+X

With this last expression as the integrand of the last line integral, we see that

(4.3) holds. This completes the proof.

Note that since DßF = dßF according to (3.7), we may also write our Taylor

formula more simply as

(4.5) F(x)=   Y(Zß/\ß\\)dßF(0)
\ß\<m

+ f   E   d[-(Z-Z)ß/\ß\\]dßF(x),
J0    \ß\=m+X

where again dß is to be interpretated as da with a = (ßx, ß2, ... , ßn_x, 0).

5.   Z-ANALYTICITY

Using the Taylor formula we can expand in terms of Zß any Af-holomorphic

function which is real analytic at the origin of R". We recall that a matrix-

valued function F is real analytic at the origin if there exists a domain ft

containing 0 such that F(x) = J2'ZoFÁx^ f°r any x *n ^> where eacn F¡(x)
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is a matrix whose components are i th degree homogeneous polynomials in x

or possibly zero polynomials. In order to proceed from Taylor formula to Taylor

expansion we need a Leibniz formula for differentiation under integral sign to

be applied to the remainder term in the Taylor formula.

First we recall that for a line integral of scalar-valued differential form we

have the following Leibniz formula:

(5-1)     »t fEfj■(*> *)dxj = / EWx' *)dxj+#*'•*)
Jo  j=x Jo   j=x

provided that f and d¡f, are all continuous in Q x ft for some ft containing

the origin 0 in Rn, and that the line integral is independent of the paths of

integration in ft going from 0 to x . The differentiation d¡ is with respect to

the / th variable x(, and the St, denote the variables of integration.

We also recall a Leibniz formula for differentiation of the product of scalar-

valued functions u(x) and v(x) defined in a domain in Rn :

(5.2) í» = 5]c;(í'ií)(A)1
y<a

where a is a multi-index of dimension n and C" is the product of binomial

coefficients C"' with 1 < i < n. The Leibniz formula stated below relies on

both Leibniz formulas above.

Proposition 2 (Leibniz formula). Let F and G be matrix-valued functions of

class Cm in ft x ft, where ft is a domain containing the origin of Rn , and let

H be defined for any x in ft by

H(x)= [  F(x,x)dG(x,x),
Jo'0

assuming that F and G are such that the line integral is independent of the

paths of integration in ft going from 0 to x. Then

(5.3) d,H{x)=  [  diF(x,x)dG(x,x)+ [  F(x, x)ddfi(x, x)
Jo Jo

+ F(x, x)djG(x, x),

where d¡ denotes differentiation with respect to x¡, and

diG(x,x) = diG(x,x)\x=x.

If further (as happens often)

(5.4) daF(x,x)dyG(x,x)\x=x = 0

for all a and y  with  \a\ < m and \y\ < m, then we have for any a with

\a\ < m

(5.5) daH(x) = fX E CaydyF(x, St) dda~yG(x, St),

y<<*
where y < a means y¡ < a. for all i = 1,2, ... , n .
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Proof. We prove (5.3) first. From

rx

H(x) = ! F(x,x)J29jG(x, St)dxj
■*0 7=1

we obtain in view of (5.1)

diH(x)= fa,.
Jo

F(x,x)J2djG(x,x)
7=1

but the integrand in the above line integral is equal to

dxj + F(x, x)diG(x, x),

8iF(x, St) E djG(x, x) + F(x, St) E ö$G(x, St)
7=1 7=1

= diF(x, St) dG(x, St) + F(x, St) ddfi(x, St) ;

and (5.3) is proved. If now (5.4) holds, then

dSc;

dtH{x) = r^Fix,
Jo

St) dG(x, St) + F(x, St) ddtG(x, St)].

Thus, superficially, di acts on F(x, St) dG(x, St) as if differentiating the formal

product [.F(x, Sc)d][G(x, St)]. Hence in view of formula (5.2) for differentia-

tion of the product, we have

daH(x)

0  y<a

[d'F(x,St)dd    rG(x,St)]

This completes the proof.

Quite analogously to (5.5) we also have

(5.6) da f [dF(x,x)]G(x,St)
Jo

= ÍT,Cay[ddyF(x,x)]da yG(x,x),
Jo Z7Ly<a

assuming that the line integral is independent of the paths of integration going

from 0 to x, and that (5.4) holds.

Using the Taylor formula (4.5) aided by the Leibniz formula (5.6), we can ob-

tain a Z-expansion of an Af-holomorphic function which is real analytic at the

origin of Rn . Evidently, Z-analyticity is a consequence of Z-differentiability

and real analyticity. Against this general background we have special situations

in which hyperanalyticity is a consequence of hyperholomorphy and something

less than real analyticity, such as C1 or C2 (see [3, 5]). We can anticipate here

a general inquiry into types of hyperholomorphy under which hyperanalyticity

is assured with minimal Cm. The following theorem, in a slightly different

form, was proved by Hile [3] with difficult computation, that is, without use of

the Taylor formula.
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Theorem 5 (Taylor expansion). Let F be real analytic at the origin 0 of R"

and suppose ft is the domain containing 0 in which the power series in x of

F is convergent. If F is M-holomorphic in ft, then for any x in ft we have

(5.7) F(x) = Eiz/7l/*|!]0V(O),
ß

where ^ = £^=0 and dß = da with a = (ßx, ß2, ... , ßn_x,0). In other

words, an M-holomorphic real analytic F is Z-analytic. Conversely, if F is

Z-analytic, that is

(5.8) F(x) = Yd\Zß/\ß\\]Cß,
ß

where Cß are constant matrices of the same dimensions as F such that the series

converges in some neighborhood ft of the origin, then F is M-holomorphic and

real analytic.

Proof.  F being real analytic at 0 with ft as given, we have for any x in ft
oo

(5.9) JF(x) = EFi'W'
i'=0

where F¡(x) is a matrix consisting of /th degree homogeneous polynomials in

x and possibly also zero polynomials. On the other hand, in view of the Taylor

formula (4.5) we also have

(5.10) F(x)=   ¿2lZß/\ß\l]dßF(0)
\ß\<m

+ r   E   d[-(Z-Z)ß/\ß\\]dßF(x)
^0      l»l_™j_l\ß\=m+X

for all m > 0, where we used the fact that F is infinitely many times differen-

tiable. Comparing (5.9) and (5.10), we see that it suffices to show

(5.11) Fi(x)=Y^[Zß/\ß\\]dßF(0)   for all / > 0.
l/5|=i'

We do this inductively.  For / = 0, we have F0(x) = F(0) from (5.9) since

FQ(x) is just the constant part of F(x), which is F(0). On the other hand we

have

Y,[Zß/\ß\\]dßF(0) = F(0).
\ß\=0

Hence (5.11) holds for / = 0. Now we assume (5.11) for i < k - I (k > 1)

and show (5.11) holds for i = k . Equating (5.9) and (5.10) and cancelling out

the beginning portions by the induction hypothesis, we obtain
oo

w+ E w= E[z/?/iw^(o)
i=k+X \ß\=k

♦i'   E   d[-(Z-Z)ß/\ß\\]dßF(x).
Jo    \ß\=k+X
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Applying da with \a\ = k and using the Leibniz formula (5.6), we obtain

oo

(5.12)      daFk(x) + E daFt(x) = E [daZß/\ß\l]dßF(0)
i=k+X \ß\=k

+ f E Ec^H^(z-zy/i/j|!r-Vw).

Note however the expression (dßF)(St), which perhaps should be rewritten here

as dßF(St), does not involve x, and hence da~y[(dßF)(St)] = 0 unless a = y,

in which case da~y[(dß F)(St)] = (dßF)(St), and the above line integral reduces

to

/„

x ..   „

E   d[-da(Z-Z)ß/\ß\\]dßF(St).
\ß\=k+x

Now if we let x = 0 in (5.12), the line integral vanishes and so do the daFi(x)

for all i > k + 1 = |a| + 1 consisting of homogeneous polynomials of degree at

least 1. And so (5.12) reduces to

daFk(x) = da ¿2(Zß/\ß\\)dßF(0)
\ß\=k

Thus, Fk(x) and 2Zm=k{Zßl\ß\\)dßF(0) have identical kth order partial
derivatives, and hence their respective components can differ by at most a poly-

nomial of degree less than k . But since these components are all homogeneous

polynomials of degree k , they must in fact be equal, and (5.11) holds for i = k.

This concludes the proof of the first half of the theorem. As for the converse, if

(5.8) holds, then F is M-holomorphic since by Theorem 1 each Zß is. Also

F is real analytic at the origin since each component of F is the sum of a

convergent power series in x . This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.

It will be appropriate here to make sure that the representation of a Z-

analytic function in terms of Zß is unique. For this it is quite sufficient to

prove

Theorem 6. The Zß are linearly independent. That is, if

(5.13) ^ZßCß = 0
\ß\=m

in a neighborhood of the origin, where Cß are constant matrices of identical

dimensions (not necessarily square) compatible with Zß, then Cß = 0 for all

\ß\ = m.

Proof. We prove by induction on \ß\. If \ß\ = 1, then (5.13) reduces to

££/ ZlCl = 0, or E":xiXiI + x„M,.)C,. = 0. Letting x, ¿ 0, x2 = x3 = • • • =
xn = 0, we see that C, = 0, and likewise C2 — C, = ■ • ■ — Cn_x = 0. Next
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assume as our induction hypothesis that for \ß\ = m (5.13) implies Cß = 0.

Let \ß\ = m + l in (5.13). Then

dx( E  zßcß)=\ß\   E   zß~eicß = o.
\\ß\=m+X J \ß\=m+X

Now by the induction hypothesis Cß = 0 for all ß with ßx > 1. That is,

Co = 0 unless ßx = 0. Applying d2 instead of dx, we see Cß = 0 unless

ß2 = 0. Continuing thus, we see Cß = 0 unless ßx = ß2 = ••• = /?„_, = 0,

which does not happen since \ß\ = m + 1 > 1. This completes the proof.

Theorem 7 (unique representation). The totality of real analytic solutions at the

origin of the first order system (1.1) is given by the convergent series (5.S), where

the Cß are constant matrices of the same dimensions as F. The representation

(5.8) is unique, and in fact Cß = dßF(0).

Proof. By the first half of Theorem 5 every real analytic solution at the origin

of (1.1) is of the form (5.8), and the second half of Theorem 5 asserts that a

convergent series of the form (5.8) is a real analytic solution at the origin of

(1.1). Thus (5.8) gives the totality of real analytic solutions at the origin of

(1.1), and in view of Theorem 6 we must have Cß = d F(0). That is, the

representation (5.8) is unique. This completes the proof.

Our unique representation theorem is flexible in that the number of columns

in a solution matrix F is not restricted. In particular, we can say that each real

analytic column-vector solution of ( 1.1 ) is given uniquely by a convergent series

i(x) = J2(Zß/\ßV.)cß,
ß

where the cß are constant column vectors, and in fact c„ = cr f(0).

6. Second order equations

We consider a second order equation in Rn of the form

n

(6.1) Lu:= E aiJdidju = 0,
i<J=X

where the complex constant coefficients atj have been so arranged that at, = 0

for i > j and ann = -1. If u is a C solution of (6.1), then its gradient Vu

expressed as an n x 1 column vector f with components / = d¡u is C1 and

satisfies the following first order matrix equation, which amounts to a rewriting

of (6.1):

(6.2) («11.012' ••• ,aXn)dxf+(0,a22,a23, ... , a2n)d2i

+ --- + (0,...,0,an_Xn_x,an_Xn)dn_x{

+(0,...,0,-l)onf=0.
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Additionally, f being a gradient of a C2 function, its components satisfy a

number of so-called compatibility equations, such as dxf2 = d2fx. These equa-

tions can be combined with (6.2) and grouped into one primary and « - 2

secondary first order systems. In order to describe these first order systems we

need to introduce several n x n square matrices which will appear as coefficients

in the systems.

First, we introduce the associated matrices Mi of the second order operator

Lby:

(6.3) Each M; for 1 < i < n — 1 is an n x n matrix whose entries are

all 0 except the z'th entry in the last column, which shall be 1,

and the bottom row, which shall be (0,..., 0, aH ,ai i+x,...,

ai,n)-

These associated matrices M¡ (examples are shown in §9) use up the coefficients

from (6.2) and also the coefficients from some of the compatibility equations.

The matrices M( will appear as coefficients in the primary system (see Theorem

8 below).

Next, we introduce an array of almost-null or totally-null n x n matrices
k

denoted by N¡ . The totally-null matrices are neçded to simplify statements and

proofs of theorems. The square matrices A/( with 1 < / < n — 1 will appear

as coefficients in the k th secondary system, where k = 2, 3,..., n - Í . The

nonzero entries in N¡ come solely from the compatibility equations relating

dkf to ¿If for i < k. Details are not important at this point, but this is the

suitable place to lay down the formal definitions for A/( .

(6.4) Each JV(. for 2 < k < n - 1 and 1 < i < n - 1 is an n x n

matrix whose entries are all 0 except that if

(6.4a)     i < k - I,    then the (/', £)-entry shall be 1,

(6.4b)    i = k, then the first k - 1 diagonal entries shall be -1,

(6.4c)     i > k + 1,    then no entries shall be an exception.

We are ready to convert equation (6.1 ) to a family of n -1 first order systems.

Theorem 8 (conversion theorem). Given L in (6.1), let

n-X

(6.5) M = E^Â-/Ô„,
í=i

n-X

(6.6) N* = ENidi   for2<k<n-l,
i=i

where M{ and Ni   are as defined in (6.3) and (6.4).  Then the gradient of a
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C2 solution of (6.1) satisfies the following first order systems:

(6.7) Mf=0,

(6.8) Nfcf=0,        2<k<n-l.

Conversely, if f is a C1 n x 1 column-vector-valued function satisfying (6.7)

and (6.8) in a simply-connected domain, then there exists a C scalar-valued

function u such that Lu = 0 and Vu = f.

Proof. Spelling out systems (6.7) and (6.8) according to (6.3) and (6.4), we

see that all (except one) individual scalar equations carried by (6.7) and (6.8)

are just the compatibility equations for components of the gradient of a C

solution of (6.1), the only exception being the last equation carried by (6.7),

which can be recognized as (6.2). The converse is assured by the fact that if the

components of a C1 f are compatible as stipulated by (6.8) and part of (6.7)

in a simply-connected domain, then f is known to be exact in the sense that

there exists a C scalar-valued function u such that Vu = f, and the fact that

Lu = 0 because V« satisfies the last equation carried by (6.7), which we recall

is just a restatement of (6.1). This concludes the proof.

According to Theorem 8 the gradient Vu of a C solution of (6.1) is M-

holomorphic with M = (M,, M2, ... , Mn_,), where the M( are associated

matrices of L. Unfortunately, the converse is not true. That is, an n x 1

M-holomorphic function f is not necessarily the gradient of any solution of

(6.1) unless f happens to satisfy (6.8) as well. In other words, a column of

an « x « M-holomorphic function is not always the gradient of a solution of

(6.1), and therefore if we are interested in the solutions of (6.1), then some

and possibly all columns of an n x n M-holomorphic function are going to

be useless. For example, if we take the M-holomorphic functions Zß with

Z ultimately derived from L, then the columns of Z may or may not be

gradients of solutions of (6.1).

Surprisingly however, it turns out that the last column of Z    always satisfies

(6.8) and hence is actually the gradient of some solution of (6.1).

Theorem 9. Let Z = (ZX,Z2, ... , Zn_x) and Z¡ = x J + xnMi, where the M(

are associated matrices of L as defined in (6.3). Then

(6.9) M(ZßEn) = 0,

(6.10) Nk(ZßEn) = 0,       2<k<n-l,

where M and N are as defined in (6.5) and (6.6), and En is the nth unit

column vector.

Furthermore, we have

(6.11) L(ZßEn) = 0.

That is, every entry of the last column of Zß satisfies (6.1).
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Proof. Equation (6.9) follows from equation (2.8) of Theorem 1 with a specific

M arising from L of (6.1). To prove equation (6.10) we note

n"(A)= \L^a\(ZßEn)

= \ß\J2NkZß-e'En   (by (2.5)).
i=i

Therefore, it suffices to show

(6.12) f^NkZß-e'En = 0.

We prove (6.12) by induction on \ß\. For \ß\ = 1, Zß = Ze' for 1 < j < n-l,

and

n-x ¡    .
Y,NkZe-eEn = NkEn = 0   (by (6.4)),

so (6.12) holds for \ß\ = 1. Now assume (6.12) holds for \ß\ < m . Then for

\ß\ = m + 1, we have

Eivfz^'^*  E NkZjZß-e'-e'En    (by (2.1))
1=1 1,7=1

=   J2Nk(xjI + xnMj)Zß-ei-eiEn

;,7=i

= E^E^z^"^n+^ E N>}zß-e'-eJEn.
7 = 1 1=1 1,7 = 1

The first summation above reduces to 0 by the induction hypothesis since

l/J - e'\ = m , therefore it remains to show

(6.13) E Ni Mjzß~e'~e'En = °-

1,7=1

k
Now it can be checked that A/. M vanish for all 1 </'<«-1 and 1 < j < n-l

except

k ( -N"   forj<k-l,  i = k,
(6.14) ATM, = {       '

'    J     \ N?      for j = k,  i<k-l,
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where N" consists of 0's, except at (j, n), and ditto for >V" , so

' g NkM}Zß-^En

1,7 = 1

= Zh^-^ En + E N»Zß-''-'kEn
j=X ¡=i

= J2(-N? + N?)Zß-e'-ekEn = 0.

i=X

This concludes the proof of (6.10). As for (6.11), since ZßEn satisfies (6.9)

and (6.10), there exists by Theorem 8 a C scalar-valued function u such that

Lu = 0 and V« = ZßEn . Therefore,

L(ZßEn) = L(Vu) = V(Lu) = 0,

where the commuting of L and V is justified by the fact that u, being actually

a polynomial in this case, is certainly C . This completes the proof of Theorem

9.

Since according to (6.9) and (6.10) each ZßEn represents the gradient of a

(polynomial) solution of (6.1), one might hope to represent the gradient of any

real analytic solution of (6.1) by infinite series in ZßEn. Unfortunately, the

Z En alone turn out to be insufficient for the purpose. This is revealed by the

next theorem.

Theorem 10. If u is a real analytic solution of (6.1) at the origin, then

(6.15) Vu = ^2(Zß/\ß\\)dß(Vu)x=0.
ß

This representation of Vu in terms of columns of Zß is unique.

Proof. Since « is a real analytic solution of (6.1), by Theorem 8 its gradient

Vu is M-holomorphic with M as defined in (6.3), and Vu is still real analytic.

Consequently, by Theorem 7 Vu is uniquely represented in terms of Zß as in

(6.15). This concludes the proof.

According to Theorem 10 then we do not have enough gradients in ZßEn

alone to generate the gradients of all the real analytic solutions of (6.1). But

we also recall from (6.11) that the n polynomials in ZßEn are all solutions of

(6.1). Hence we can bypass the gradients altogether and try directly to represent

all the real analytic solutions of (6.1) in terms of polynomial solutions found
a

in ZpEn. Interestingly enough, this time it turns out that we have too many

polynomials and we must, in order to arrive at a unique representation, make

suitable choices among these polynomials.
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7. POLYNOMIAL SOLUTIONS

We now examine the polynomial solutions of (6.1) that appear in the last

column of Zß . Let pf denote the /th polynomial in the last column of Zß ,

(7.1) pß = E\ZßEn,

where E\ denotes the /th unit row vector and En the «th unit column vector.

Now, in general, a polynomial p(x) can be characterized by its derivatives at

the origin, dap(0) for all a, but if p(x) happens to be a solution of (6.1),

then it can be sufficiently characterized by dap(0) with 0 < an < 1 since (6.1)

allows us to depose d2p(x) by

(7.2) d2p(x) = (L + d2)p(x),

where we note L + dn contains dn to at most the first order.

Lemma 5. For all a = (ax,a2, ... , an)   with 0 < an  <  1   and all ß =

(ßx, ß2, ... , ßn_x) with \a\ = \ß\, we have

(7.3) d°Zß = \ß\\ [ô;i + Yds;_el+enMj

where ô is the Kronecker delta, and a and ß are considered equal when their

respective components are equal and an = 0.

Proof. We proceed in two cases.

Case I.  an = 0. In this case we have by (2.7)

daZß = \ß\\Zß~a,

but since \a\ = \ß\, either a = ß , in which case we have Zß~a = I, or a / ß ,

in which case we have a > ß for some j and Zß~a = 0. Combining both

situations, we have

(7.4) d"Zß = \ß\\SßI.

Case II. an = 1 . In this case a moment of reflection shows that daZß = 0

unless a = ß - eJ +en for some 1 < j < n — 1. But if so, then

daZß = dndß~e'zß = dn\ß\\Zj = \ß\\Mr

Hence we may write

(7-5) daZß = \ß\\J2oaß_el+e„MJ,

7 = 1

where we note öaß_ej+en = 1 at most once as ; runs through 1 to n - 1.

Combining (7.4) and (7.5), we obtain (7.3). This completes the proof.
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Lemma 6. For all a = (ax,a2, ... , an)   with  0 < an  <  1   and all ß =

(ßx,ß2,...,ßn_x), we have

(7.6)

n-X

d°Zß(0) = \ß\\ UaßI + ^aß-e'+e"Mj

7=1

a7ß
Proof. If \a\ = \ß\, this lemma says nothing new from (7.3) since d Zp is a

constant matrix and daZß = daZß(0). Now if |q| < \ß\, then daZß consists

of homogeneous polynomials of degree \ß\ - \a\, hence setting x = 0 will

annihilate daZß , that is daZß(0) = 0; on the other hand all the Kronecker

deltas will be zero since \a\ ^ \ß\ = \ß - eJ + e"\. Hence (7.6) holds. Finally

if \a\ > \ß\, then either some c^ > /?. for 1 < j < n - 1 or else q; = ßj for

1 < j < n - 1 and an = 1. In the former case we have obviously daZß = 0,

and in the latter case we have daZß = dndßZß = dn\ß\\I = 0. So in both cases

daZß(0) = 0. On the other hand, again all the Kronecker deltas will be zero

since \a\ ¿ \ß\ = \ß- ej + en\. Hence (7.6) holds.

Theorem 11. For all a = (ax,a2, ... , an)  with 0 < an < 1   and all ß =

(ßx, ß2, ... , ßn_x), we have

(7.7) dapß(0) = \ß\\ ôÏôn + T,Ôï-e>+e"(ôlj+ô'najn)
7=1

where the ajn are the coefficients appearing in (6.1).

Proof. In view of (7.1) and (7.6), we have

dapß (0) = E'i(daZß)(0)En

= |l|! UaßE\En +£,ô;^e.EÏMjEn
7=1

= \ßV-
n-X

SßSn+z2Öß-e'+ASj+Snajn)
7=1

where we recall that the column vector M¡En has 1 as the y'th entry and ajn

as the «th entry according to (6.3). This completes the proof.

Formula (7.7) gives a complete characterization of each polynomial solution

pf , but it also suggests that perhaps pf can be modified somewhat to give sim-

pler derivative data. Accordingly, we shall propose a modified polynomial basis

for solutions of (6.1 ), by which we mean a collection of polynomial solutions qa

indexed by a = (ax, a2, ... , an) with 0 < an < 1 such that their derivatives

at the origin satisfy

(7.8) dyq(0) = oyc, 0 < an < 1,  0 < yn < 1,
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where each ca is a nonzero complex number. If further we let qa = qjca,

then qa will form a thoroughly modified polynomial basis. Postponing the

actual construction of such a basis, we first justify the use of the term basis.

Theorem 12. Let qa with a subject to 0 < an < 1 be polynomial solutions of

(6.1) satisfying

(7.9) dyqa(0) = ôya   for all y with 0 < y„ < 1.

Then any solution u of (6.1) which is real analytic at the origin can be expressed

uniquely in terms of qa in some neighborhood of the origin as

(7.10) u = ^qadau(0),        0<an<l.
a

Proof. Let u be a real analytic solution of (6.1) so that

(7.11) w(x) = E*X' a = (ax,a2, ... ,an),

in some neighborhood of the origin. If we let

(7.12) UJX) =    E   X<*aa>
\a\=m

then
oo

(7.13) u(x) = J2um(x).
m=0

First, we want to ascertain that each um is actually a solution of (6.1). Now

since Lu = 0,

(7.14) ELK«) = o,
m=0

whence follows L(um) = 0 for every m because a power series in x such as

(7.14) is 0 if and only if all the coefficients are zero including those for L(um).

Next, we have only to show

(7.15) J2^adau(0),        0<aB<l.

But since both sides are solutions of (6.1) and are homogeneous polynomials

of degree m, we need only compare their d''-derivatives at the origin for y

subject to 0 < yn < 1 and \y\ = m . Now,

Ö' E <?awöa"(o)
\a\=m

=   E (drqa)(0)dau(0)

J x=0       l"l=m

=   J2Syadau(0) = dyu(0) = dyum(0).
\a\=m

Thus (7.15) is valid.   Substituting (7.15) in (7.13), we obtain (7.10).   The

uniqueness of representation (7.10) follows from the fact that X)iQi=m Qaba = 0
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implies b = 0, which is an easy consequence of (7.9). This concludes the

proof of Theorem 12.

Theorem 13. If p is an mth degree homogeneous polynomial solution of (6.1)

and qa are as defined in Theorem 12, then p is uniquely represented as a linear

combination of qa. In fact,

(7.16) p= E Qadap{0).

\a\=m

The totality of qa with \a\ = m has the cardinality given by the formula:

(7.17) Card{qa : \a\ = m, 0 < an < 1}

= (m + n- 3)!(2m + n- 2)/m\(n - 2)\.

Proof, p being a polynomial is real analytic, and so by (7.10) is uniquely rep-

resented as p = Y^l\=QQadap(0) ' but da/>(0) = 0 unless |a| = m because p is

homogeneous of degree m ; hence (7.16) follows. To determine the cardinality

of the set of all qa with |a| = m , we consider

Card{a : |a| = m,  a = (ax, a2, ... , an),  O^a^^l}

= Card{a : |a| = m,  a = (ax, a2, ... , an_x, 0)}

+ Card{a : |q| = m ,  a = (ax, a2, ... , an_x, 1)}

^m+n-2      ^m—X+n—2

~ ^m + Cm-1 '

where we used the well-known combinatorial formula that gives the total number

of ways in which m > 1 identical apples can be distributed among k > 1 people

as C™+k~x = (m + k- l)\/m\(k - 1)!. Now, simple calculations show

Cm+"~2 + cm-î~3 = (m + n- 3)!(2w + n- 2)/m\(n - 2)!.

This completes the proof.

8. Polynomial bases

We will now construct a modified polynomial basis for solutions of (6.1) by

using only some of the polynomials qf that appear in the last column of Zß .

Such a construction not only shows the existence of a modified polynomial basis

but also demonstrates an overabundance of polynomial solutions in ZßEn. As

it turns out, we need only the first and the last polynomials, p\ and pn , to

construct a modified polynomial basis. And as we shall see later, px and pß

themselves also form a polynomial basis, though not a modified one unless all

the coefficients akn for 1 < k < n - 1 happen to vanish, as they do in the case

of Laplace or wave equations.

Theorem 14. Let the polynomials pf with ß = (ßx, ß2, ... , /?„_,) and 1 <
i < n be as defined in (7.1), and let qa with a = (ax, a2, ... , an) subject to
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0 < an < 1 be polynomials given by

n-X

(8.1)
a      V"-■» a—e +e        r n

Qa=Pn-2^aknPx Man = 0,
k=X

(8.2) aa=Px  '   g    foran = 1.

Then these qa satisfy (7.8) and therefore form a modified polynomial basis.

Needless to say, pan with an = 0 means pß with ß = (ax, a2, ... , an_x),

and p" is undefined unless an = 0.

Proof. We will show that for all a and y subject to 0 < an < 1 and 0 < yn <

1, we have

(8.3) dyqa(0) = oya\a\\.

First, if an = 0, then by (8.1) we have

«-i -   ,

(8.4) dyqa(0) = dVn(0)-}Zaknayp
y   a—e +e

(0).
k=X

Working on these two terms separately with formula (7.7), we have

\kK + EC^<%+K«j¿(8.5) dypan(0) = |a|!

7 = 1

n-X

H^I + EC-^I

n-l

(8-6)      EakndyP°x
k       1

y   a-e +e
(0)

k=X

n-X n-X

Sya-e*+e^n+Y,Öl-ek+el-e>+e"(Sj + Snajn)
7=1k=X

= WEakn(Ce'+e^
k=X

Subtracting (8.6) from (8.5), we obtain (8.3).

Next, if an = 1 , then by (8.2) and (7.7), we have

»7- tr\\ _ aLo-f'+^'/Q)

n-X

dyqa(0) = dypï

a

-i

ôl-e"+S6l +Y,Ôl-e"+S-e'+e"(Ô) + 8lUjn)

'n-X

7=1

.1

-wIECav'ÍI-H'«.
and again (8.3) is obtained. This completes the proof.
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Corollary 14. If akn = 0 in (6.1) for all 1 < k < n - 1, then a modified
polynomial basis is formed (without modification) by

(8.7) pß = E'nZßEn   forallß = (ßx,ß2,...,ßn_x),

and

(8.8) pß = E'xZßEn   for all ß = (ßx, ß2, ... , ßn_x) with ßx > 1.

In fact, a thoroughly modified polynomial basis is formed by

(8.9) Pßnl\ßV. = Qß   for all ß,

and

(8.10) Pß/\ß\\ = qß_ei+e*   far all ß with ßx>l,

where qß means qa with a = (ßx, ß2, ... , ßn_x, 0), and qa are as defined in

Theorem 12.

Proof. If akn = 0 for all 1 < k < n - 1, then (8.1) and (8.2) reduce to

(8.11) Qa=Pn    fora = (ax,a2,...,an)withan = 0,

(8.12) qa=pa~e+e     for a = (ax,a2, ... ,an) with an = I,

which together form a modified polynomial basis for solutions of (6.1). Now,

using (n - 1)-dimensional indices ß instead, we can rewrite (8.11) and (8.12)

above as

(8.13) pß = qß   for all ß,

(8.14) Pß = Qß_e>+e»    for all ß with ßx>l.

This shows that polynomials (8.7) and (8.8) form a modified polynomial basis

with appropriate basis-element labels given by (8.13) and (8.14). In view of

(8.3) if we divide (8.13) and (8.14) by \ß\\, we obtain the thoroughly modified
polynomial basis (8.9) and (8.10). This completes the proof.

According to (8.8), in taking pß to form a modified polynomial basis we

must make sure that ßx > 1, whereas in taking pß we need no such precaution.

However, it turns out p\ = 0 whenever ßx = 0, so the precaution is almost

unnecessary.

Lemma 7. For any ß = (ßx, ß2, ... , /?„_,) with ßx =0, we have

(8.15) pß:=E'xZßEn = 0.

Proof. We prove by induction on \ß\. For \ß\ = 1, we have Zß = Z- with

2 < j < n — 1 since ßx =0. Now then in view of (6.3) we have

Pi   = E'xZJEn - XjE'jZn + XnK^A = 0.
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Hence (8.15) holds for \ß\ = 1. Now assume (8.15) for \ß\ = m. Then for

\ß\ = m + 1 with ßx = 0 we have in view of the reduction formula (2.1)

pßx = E[ZßEn = ttf^(E[Zj)(Zß^En),
7=2

but the row vector E'XZ. is equal to (x., 0, 0, ... , 0) for j > 2, and the

column vector Zß~e En has a 0 top entry by the induction hypothesis; hence the

product (E'xZj)(Zß~e En) = 0 for all j > 2, and (8.15) holds. This completes

the proof.

Theorem 15 (special representation). If in (6.1) the coefficients akn vanish for

all 1 < k < n - 1, then the general real analytic solution at the origin of (6.1)

is given by the convergent series

(8.16) « = EcA>

where the cß are 1 x n hollow row vectors (all entries except the first and the last

are necessarily zero). The representation (8.16) is unique provided we choose

the first entry of cß to be zero whenever ßx = 0. We have in fact

(8.17) cßEx=dß-e'+e"u(0)/\ß\\,

(8.18) cßEn=dßu(0)/\ß\\,

where we recall dyu = 0 if any component of y is negative.

Proof. First, any convergent series of the form (8.16) is a real analytic solution

of (6.1) since all polynomials in ZßEn are solutions of (6.1).

Conversely, if u is a real analytic solution of (6.1), then in view of (7.10)

we can write

a„=0 a„ = l

which can be rewritten as

«=e*x «(°)+e ^-,'^-^"«(0).ß       /»,>i
Referring to (8.9) and (8.10), and by (7.1), we have

u=^(pßJ\ß\\)dßu(0)+J2(Pß/\ß\<-)dß~e,+e"u(0)
ß /¡,>i

= Y,[(dßu(0)/\ß\l)E'n + (dß-e'+enu(0)/\ß\\)E'x]ZßEn.

ß

The coefficient of ZßEn above amounts to a row vector c. satisfying (8.17)

and (8.18). Hence we have shown (8.16).
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The representation (8.16) is unique since the polynomials E'xZßEn and

E'nZßEn form a modified polynomial basis if we discard all the zero poly-

nomials ExZßEn when ßx = 0, which we did in essence by choosing the first

entry of c» to be zero whenever ßx =0. This completes the proof.

In the preceding theorem we assumed akn = 0 for all 1 < k < n-l. But even

if we do not make such an assumption, the top and the bottom polynomials of

ZßEn (discarding certain zero polynomials of course) still form a polynomial

basis albeit a nonmodified one.

Theorem 16 (general representation). The general real analytic solution at the

origin of (6.1) is given by the convergent series

(8.19) u = ^ßZßEn,
ß

where the cß are 1 x n hollow row vectors (all entries except the first and the last

are necessarily zero). The representation (8.19) is unique provided we choose

the first entry of cß to be zero whenever ßx = 0.

Proof. According to (8.1) and (8.2) the modified polynomial basis elements qa

with |a| = m are generated by p\ (with /?, > 1) and pß where \ß\ = m, and

according to Theorem 13 these polynomials qa form a basis for the rath degree

homogeneous polynomial solution space of (6.1). Therefore, the polynomials

p\ (with ßx > 1) and pn where \ß\ = m will also form a basis if they are

exactly as numerous as qa . But since we already know from (7.17) exactly how

many qa there are with |a| = m, we need only calculate

Card{/3 :\ß\ = m, ßx > 1} + Card{/? : \ß\ = m}

= 2Card{/J :\ß\ = m}- Card{ß :\ß\ = m, ßx=0)

= 2C™+"~2 - C™+"-3 = (m + n- 3)!(2ra + n- 2)/m\(n - 2)\.

This last expression agrees with that in (7.17), and so the polynomials px (with

zero polynomials discarded) and pß form a polynomial basis for solutions of

(6.1); and as in Theorem 15 the unique representation of a real analytic solution

at the origin is given by (8.19). This concludes the proof.

9. Algorithm and examples

According to Theorem 16, all the basic polynomial solutions of (6.1) are

to be found in ZßEn , or E'xZßEn and E'nZßEn to be specific. Since the

construction of the matrix Z involves the coefficients a, in (6.1) in a definite

systematic way, we have in effect an elaborate matrix algorithm built on a(j and

x = (xx, x2, ... , xn) for obtaining all the polynomial solutions of (6.1). We

present some examples of this algorithm for n = 3. We begin with the second
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order equation

(9.1) Lu := axxuxx + ax2uxy + anuxz + a22uyy + a23uyz - uzz = 0.

The associated matrices of L, according to (6.3), are

/ 0      0      1 \ /0    0      0
M, =      0      0      0,        M2=0    0      1

\axx   ax2   axJ \0   a22   a23.

If we specialize (9.1) to the Laplace equation, then

aXX=a22 = ~l     and     al2 = ai3 = a23 = 0'

so that from Zx= xl + zMx and Z2=yl + zM2 of (1.3) we have

Using the reduction formula (2.1) as a recursive formula, we build up Zß from

Z, and Z2. Thus,

■y2 0 0

^.(0,2)      | 2 2 0Z       =| 0 y  - z 2yz

T 2 2,- 2yz y - z
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z

2

3      ,      2 n ,23.X   - 3xz 0 3x Z - Z

Í 0 x3 0

z  - 3x z        0 x  - 3xz

2 2 2
' 3x y - 3yz      - 3xz 6xyz

Z       =[   - 3xz 3x v 3x z - z
3 2 2

- 6xyz z  - 3x z       3x y -

(3xy - 3yz 3y z -

- 3yz 3xy - 3xz 6xyz
2            3 2

- 3y z + z - 6xyz 3xy  - 3xz

/y3 0

Z(03,=   0 y3-3yz2

VO -3y2z + z3

and so on. From the upper and lower right corners of these matrices we obtain

the basis polynomials for the Laplace equation. Letting \ß\ = m , we list these

polynomials according to their degree w :

ra = 0      0, 1;

ra =1       z, x;0,y;

m = 2       2xz,x  -z ; 2yz, 2xy; 0, y  -z2;
2 3        3 2 2 2

ra = 3       3xz-z,x- 3xz ; 6xyz, 3x y - 3yz ;

3y2z - z3, 3xy2 - 3xz2 ; 0, y3 - 3yz2 ;

and so on. We retained the zero polynomials for the time being for orderliness

of presentation. Note that the number of basis polynomials for each degree ra

checks out with the formula (7.17), by which we are to have for n = 3

(m + n- 3)!(2ra + n- 2)/m\(n -2)\ = 2m + l

homogeneous polynomials of degree ra . Note also that because ax3 = a2i = 0

in the Laplace equation, the above polynomials form a modified basis (recall

Corollary 14). Dividing by \ß\\, we obtain a thoroughly modified basis:

l;x,y, z;xy,xz,yz, ¿(x2-z2), \(y2 - z2) ;

¿(x3 - 3xz2), \(x2y - yz2), £(3x2z - z3), ¿(xy2 - xz2),

¿(y3 - 3yz2), ¿(3y2z - z3), xyz ; ... .

Similarly, if we consider the wave equation uxx + u    — uzz = 0, with z

identified as the time variable, then we have

axx=a22 = l   and   ax2 = axi = a2J = 0,

and the corresponding Zx and Z2 look exactly like those for the Laplace equa-

tion except that no negative signs appear in the entries. Proceeding as before,
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we obtain a thoroughly modified basis that looks like that for the Laplace equa-

tion except that all the negative signs in the polynomials are replaced by positive

signs.

The present paper is a partial generalization of an earlier paper [6]. If we

choose n = 2, as in [6], then Z consists of just one component Z1 = xI+yMx,

a 2x2 matrix, and the symmetric power Zß reduces to an ordinary power Zm ,

whose last column provides the two polynomial solutions of degree ra . Thus,

for the wave equation we would have Z = (*%) > and ZmE2 will provide all

the polynomial solutions which form a modified basis. With routine calculations

we find these polynomials to be:

2        2 3 2 2 3
1 ; x, y ; x +y , 2xy ; x + 3xy , 3x y + y ;

4 2   2        4 3 3
x +6xy +y ,4xy + 4xy ;

5 ,   in   3   2,   c      4C4      ,   .„    2   3   ,      5x + lOx y + 5xy ,5xy+10xy +y ;....

There are exactly two polynomials for each degree ra > 1, as confirmed also

by formula (7.17) for n = 2 :

(m + n- 3)!(2ra + n- 2)/m\(n - 2)\ = 2.

The same results were obtained in [6] by means of hyperconjugation.
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